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Last Revised: Date 
 
Responsible University Administrator: 
Highest ranking university administrator for this 
area (i.e. Vice Chancellor) 
 
Responsible University Office: 
Office with supervision for this policy 
 
Policy Contact: 
Person to contact with question/issues 


















State the policy here.  The policy statement should include the principles of the policy: what is permitted or prohibited, 
what is required, or how issues will be handled.  If viewers read only this section, they will know what the policy is and 
how it extends to the university.  How-to procedures can be elaborated in the Procedures section.  This section is 
required. 
 
Reason for Policy 
 
This section should include the reason or rationale for the policy, may describe the problem or conflict that the policy will 













Subject Contact Phone Email 
    
    
    
    
 












   
The University of Nebraska at Omaha shall not discriminate based upon age, race, ethnicity, color, national origin, 
gender-identity, sex, pregnancy, disability, sexual orientation, genetic information, veteran's status, marital 









List any other policies or information that should be cross-referenced such as legal or regulatory information.  There is no 




Include information about previous policy revisions or whether this policy replaces an existing policy.  This section is 
required. 
 
 
 
 
